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Abstract 

Past research has mainly applied linear cointegration analysis to study the 
relationship of crude oil prices with the prices of other commodities. However, 
recent methodological innovations in cointegration analysis allow for a more 
thorough analysis of the co-movement of commodity prices and detect 
asymmetric and thresholds co-movements. Following Enders and Siklos 
(2001) and Hansen and Seo (2002), we apply threshold cointegration analysis, 
detecting co-movements that earlier studies based on linear cointegration 
analysis could not detect. We find that adjustments to positive and negative 
deviations from the long-run equilibrium are asymmetric for copper, food and 
agricultural raw materials in the short-run. Moreover, the adjustments for 
aluminum and nickel are symmetric. The price Granger causalities behave as 
expected for metals and agricultural raw material prices. Food prices, however, 
behave differently. In sum, the results of this paper underscore the importance 
of consistently testing nonlinear cointegration and point out the complex 
interactions that take place between the markets of oil and other commodities. 
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1. Introduction 
 
There is remarkable interest in the relationship between the prices of oil and other commodities because	  

there is an urgent need to understand the key characteristics and determinants of long-term commodity 

price movements, especially with respect to the conditions under which the recent boom occurred. The oil 

market has experienced high price levels and volatility since the first oil crises back in the 1970s. In the 

last few years record oil prices and climate-change-related interest in biofuels have intensified the quest 

for answers in this area, especially due to concerns on growing food prices	   (Balcombe et al., 2007, 

Natanelov et al., 2011; Peri and Baldi, 2010). High commodity prices, whether or not related to oil prices, 

have obvious effects on purchasing power and economic growth (Chaudhuri, 2001, Zhang et al., 2010). In 

this paper we look at the behavior of commodity prices by using a consistent cointegration analysis.  

 

Since the seminal paper of Balke and Forby (1997) on nonlinear cointegration, many empirical studies 

have demonstrated nonlinear and asymmetric adjustments to a long-run equilibrium in many economic 

time series (Lo and Zivot, 2001, Douglas, 2010). The statistical concept of linear cointegration, as 

originally defined, refers solely to linear combinations of variables linked through a long-run equilibrium 

relationship. However, this standard cointegration technique fails to capture real world economic 

phenomena such as the possible impact of market frictions, asymmetric information and transaction costs 

on the adjustment to the long-run equilibrium. Threshold cointegration, as proposed by Balke and Forby 

(1997) includes the discrete adjustment to long-run equilibrium. In their model, the cointegrating relation 

between two variables is inactive within a certain threshold and because of this, the variables do not adjust 

to deviations from the equilibrium. Adjustment only takes place when deviations become large and exceed 

the threshold. Omitting the presence of nonlinear components, like threshold effects in long-run 

equilibrium, can lead to misinterpretations of equilibrium relationships because the cointegrating vector will 

no longer be consistently estimated (Gonzalo and Pitarakis, 2006).  

 

In dealing with nonlinear long-run equilibrium models, two issues are interwoven. One is whether or not 

nonlinearity exists, and the other is whether there is a long-run relationship. The approach considered by 

Balke and Fomby (1997) and later by Hansen and Seo (2002) is based on a two-step analysis in which the 

linear no cointegration null hypothesis is first examined against the linear cointegration alternative. Then 

the linear cointegration null hypothesis is tested against the threshold cointegration alternative. However, 

in the presence of nonlinearity the linear test in the first step in this approach tends to fail in rejecting the 

null of no cointegration. Furthermore, the inability to reject the null in a linear cointegration test does not 

necessarily imply the absence of a long-run relationship since the possibility of nonlinear cointegration still 

remains (Seo, 2006). The second step of the procedure testing for nonlinearity can also pose a problem 

when cointegration does not hold and the cointegrating vector is unknown. In this regard, the Enders and 
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Siklos (2001) approach provides additional crucial information because it formally tests for the joint 

hypothesis of the absence of both nonlinearity and cointegration. 

 

This paper adopts the discrete two-regime threshold cointegration approach and uses the approaches 

developed by Hansen and Seo (2002) and Enders and Siklos (2001) jointly to test for threshold behavior 

between oil and commodity markets. Hence, unlike most previous studies that retained the usual linear 

cointegration framework or omitted the importance of the power of the tests in the analysis of threshold 

cointegration, this paper aims to study oil-commodity linkages within linear and nonlinear frameworks. To 

this end, it uses a battery of tests that provides more accurate information than most previous research. 

The paper examines the threshold cointegration relationship between crude oil and a set of different 

commodities. Given that the nexus of prices of crude oil and other commodities extends to different 

markets that operate under different constraints (especially the food and agricultural raw material markets) 

the study explicitly considers aluminum, nickel, copper and natural gas. Furthermore, and for the sake of 

methodology’s illustration the respective aggregated price indexes of food, beverages and agricultural raw 

materials1 are also considered.  

 

This paper is organized as follows. After this introduction, Section 2 presents the literature review. Section 

3 discusses the methodology, data description and the empirical results and, finally, Section 4 provides 

the main discussions and conclusions. 

 

 

2. Literature 
 
Several techniques were used in the economic literature to study the link between crude oil price and 

commodity prices so far. Most previous research on price transmission analysis has applied linear 

cointegration analysis based on Johansen, Breitung and ARDL approaches including Granger causality. In 

addition, the studies that apply these methods focus only on certain categories of commodities (like food 

or metals).   

 

In the food category Abdel and Arshad (2009), based on Johansen cointegration and Granger Causality 

test, identify a cointegration relationship between crude oil and all the four vegetable oils studied. Using 

the same technique Zhang et al. (2010) look at the price relationship of three different fuels with five 

standard food commodities. They do not find a cointegrating relationship between energy and food 

commodities. Yu et al. (2006) found a similar result for four major traded edible oil prices. However, based 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 The IMF food price index includes cereals, vegetable oils and protein meal, meat, seafood, sugar, bananas and oranges, 
beverages price index consists of coffee, cocoa beans and tea, while agriculture raw materials price index comprises timber, 
cotton, wool, rubber and hides 
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on Johansen cointegration and Granger causality tests, they also find that edible oil markets are well 

interlinked in the contemporaneous time. In the same line, Esmaeili and Shkoohi (2011) construct a 

principal component of prices of different food commodities. They study the Granger causality between the 

food component and the oil price, among others, and they do not find a direct relationship between the oil 

price and the food price component. Other authors use the ARDL approach to study cointegration 

relations between commodities. For example, Sari et al. (2011) investigate the energy-grain nexus (crude 

oil, gasoline, ethanol, corn, soybeans and sugar) focusing particularly on future prices. They identify 

dependencies that only partially comply with the general view that causal relationships within the energy-

grain nexus flow from the oil price to the price of gasoline, ethanol and corn. Chen et al. (2010) find that 

the change in the price of each crop price is significantly influenced by changes in crude oil prices and 

other grain prices during the period extending from early 2005 to mid 2008. 

 

Research on the relationship between oil and natural gas prices is usually carried out within the context of 

market integration. Cointegration tests are generally applied within a framework of Johansen and Breitung. 

Brown and Yücel (2006) and Villar and Joutz (2006) find the prices of natural gas and crude to be 

cointegrated, and also point out that the price of natural gas reacts to the price of crude oil. Hartley et al. 

(2008) detect an indirect relationship between crude oil and natural gas through the price of residual fuel 

oil. Panagiotidis and Rutledge (2007) study whether oil and gas “decoupled” during the post market 

deregulation period (1996-2003). They find that both prices are cointegrated before and after liberalization 

efforts in the UK gas market. In related work, Asche et al. (2006) find cointegration between natural gas 

and crude oil prices in the UK market after natural gas deregulation, with crude oil prices leading those for 

natural gas. Relying on daily ICE futures prices of gas and Brent for five contracts, Westgaard et al. (2011) 

find that a long-term relationship exists between prices depending on the length of the contracts. 

 

Oil prices are also suspected to influence commodities other than just food and energy. Chaudhuri (2001) 

argues that oil prices potentially influence the price of other commodities as long as oil is used in the 

production process and points out that oil price drives an index composed of different commodity prices 

(including food, metals, and other consumption goods). Moreover, oil price changes affect real exchange 

rates and the industrial production of (developed) countries that, in turn, affect the world demand for 

commodities (Chaudhuri, 2001). 

 

However, on the analysis of price linkages between oil and commodities most of the literature 

concentrates on agricultural commodities or on a reduced group of commodities, and only few studies use 

threshold cointegration in their analysis. Peri and Baldi (2010) apply cointegration analysis based on 

Hansen and Seo (2002) on a group of food commodities and find that the cointegration relation of 

rapeseed and diesel prices is a case of threshold integration. Sunflower oil and soybean oil prices are 

found to have no cointegration relation with diesel, although Peri and Baldi (2010) do not apply the Ender 
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and Siklos test to check whether these two series do feature threshold cointegration. Natanelov et al. 

(2011) use threshold analysis based on Hansen and Seo (2002) to investigate the price relationship of 

future contracts of crude oil, gold and eight food commodities. They find that only cocoa, wheat and gold 

move together with crude oil in the long-.run over the entire sample period. Hammoudeh et al. (2010) 

investigate the cointegration of future and spot prices for the same commodity. They apply both the 

method of Hansen and Seo and that of Enders and Siklos but, since they only study cointegration between 

future and spot prices of the same commodities, they do not report results on co-movements of different 

commodities. 

 

In contrast to earlier research, this paper will look at a wide range of commodities following a 

comprehensive procedure that covers linear and nonlinear (Threshold) cointegration. The combination of 

different cointegration tests, applied in this study and described thoroughly in the next section, yields the 

maximum detail about the co-moving dynamics of data series that contemporary cointegration analysis 

can provide. We have no knowledge of a study that has ever applied a system similar to that of commodity 

price pairs. 

 

 

3. Methods, data and tests results 
 
Four hypotheses are possible in threshold cointegration models: linear no cointegration, threshold no 

cointegration, linear cointegration, and threshold cointegration. The methodology applied in this paper 

starts by testing linear cointegration. If linear cointegration is found between two price series, then the 

results are contrasted with the Hansen and Seo test, which infers whether this cointegration relationship is 

indeed a linear or an asymmetric/threshold. In case the initial linear cointegration tests finds ‘no 

cointegration’, the Ender and Siklos cointegration test can be applied to test the null of linear no 

cointegration against the alternative of threshold cointegration. Hence, in our analysis two cointegration 

tests are always applied to each pair of price series. The linear cointegration test is always performed to 

start with, followed by an asymmetric cointegration test that, depending on the finding of the initial linear 

test is either based on Hansen and Seo (2002) or Enders and Siklos (2001).  
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3.1. Methods 
 

3.1.1. Linear cointegration 

 
In order to test the presence of linear cointegration between oil price and commodities prices we employ 

the technique of Johansen (1995). The first requirement of cointegration is that time series variables must 

be integrated of the same order. Therefore, several unit roots tests are performed for each of the 

commodity prices. The cointegration requires pre-testing the order of integration of the variables through 

the unit root tests. For this purpose, Augmented Dickey Fuller (ADF), Phillips and Perron (PP) and the 

Breitung test were applied, with the latter test being consistent to structural breaks. To test for 

cointegration we use Johansen’s (1988, 1995) notation, thus we write a p-dimensional Vector Error 

Correction Model (VECM) as 

 

∆!! = !!!"!!! + !!!!! + ! + !!!!!
! ,        t= 1,…, T (1) 

 

where ∆ is the first difference operator,  !! is the set of integrated I(1) variables to be tested, 

!!~!. !. !"(0,!), µ is a drift parameter, and ! is a (pxp) matrix of the form ! = !!!, where the 

relevant elements of the α (pxr) matrix are adjustment coefficients and the β (pxr)  matrix contains the 

cointegrating vectors. Johansen and Juselius (1990) have proposed a procedure using the maximum 

likelihood method based on the multivariate normal assumption. This method consists in testing whether 

the coefficients of matrix Π contain the long-run information for the variables under study. 

 

The hypotheses of the tests are H0: Rank(Π) = r versus H1: Rank(Π) > r. The tests are based on the 

eigenvalues associated to matrix Π and can be performed using two likelihood tests: Trace and Maximum 

Value. Critical values for both tests must be calculated through simulation and can be found in Hamilton 

(1994). The Johansen procedure requires the estimation of various structural and nuisance parameters. 

For instance, it requires the pre-estimation of the lag order and the parameters of a vector autoregressive. 

To get around this problem, the nonparametric cointegration test proposed by Breitung (2002) is also 

applied. 

 

 

3.1.2. Threshold cointegration 

 
Two methods are applied to study the existence of threshold cointegration or long-run relationships among 

the variables in the presence of asymmetry in the adjustment process. 
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The first method is the one proposed by Hanson and Seo (2002). It is applied when there is evidence of 

linear cointegration from the Johansen and Breitung tests. However, the Enders and Siklos (2001) method 

is applied when the Johansen and Breitung tests indicate the absence of linear cointegration. The two 

methods have different specifications. The first method fits only the long-run adjustments while the second 

method accommodates for both short- and long-run adjustments. The second method furthermore permits 

us to examine both threshold autoregressive TAR and momentum threshold autoregressive M-TAR, while 

the first is appropriate only for TAR. Furthermore, the null hypotheses to be tested are different for each 

method. We test the null of no cointegration against the alternative of threshold cointegration using the 

Ender-Siklos method. On the other hand, we use the Hansen and Seo LM statistic to test the null of linear 

cointegration versus the threshold cointegration. If cointegration exists, the two methods provide us with 

information regarding the adjustment to long-run equilibrium, that is, we explore the co-movements 

between the oil price and the commodity prices over time, while we allow for asymmetric adjustments 

toward the long-run equilibrium. 

 

a) Hansen-Seo approach 
Following Hansen and Seo (2002) a two-regime threshold cointegration model, which can be treated as a 

non-linear VECM of order l+1, has the following form 
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where xt is a p-dimensional I(1) time series which is cointegrated with one px1 cointegrating vector β,

( ) xw tt ββ '=  denotes the I(0) error-correction term, the coefficient matrices of A1 and A2 describe the 

dynamics of each of the regimes, γ is the threshold parameter, and ut is an error term. 

 

The model given by Equation 3 permits us to test whether, depending on the relative size of error 

correction wt 1− , there are significant asymmetries in the adjustment process to the long-run equilibrium 

level. In particular if the error correction term exceeds the trigger point or the threshold γ, then there is a 

switch in the speed of adjustment coefficients, as well as for the other short-run dynamics parameters. 
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Hansen and Seo (2002) suggest two SupLM tests for a given or estimated β using a parametric bootstrap 

method to calculate asymptotic critical values with the respective p-values. When the true cointegrating 

vector β is known, the LM statistics to test H0 (linear cointegration) versus H1 (threshold cointegration) is 

given by 

 

( )γβ
γγγ

,0supsup 0 LMLM
UL ≤≤

=  

 

The second test is used when the true cointegrating vector is unknown and it is expressed as 

 

supLM =
L! !!! U!
sup LM !!,"( )  

where β
~

 is the null estimate of the cointegrating vector (see Hansen and Seo, 2002). Both tests use a 

parametric bootstrap method with 5000 replications to calculate p-values.  

 

b) Enders-Siklos approach 
This method extends the Engle and Granger (1987) methodology to test for long-run equilibrium 

relationship and allows for asymmetric adjustment. The relationship between crude oil price and another 

commodity price can be expressed as follows, 

 

εαα ttt XY ++= 10  (4a) 

  

( ) µεϕερερε t

P

i
itittttt II +∑ Δ+−+=Δ

=
−−−

1
1211 ˆˆ1ˆˆ  

(4b) 

1=I t  if ,ˆ 1 τε ≥Δ −t  0 otherwise 

 

where Xt is the oil price, Yt is a commodity price, !!,!!,!!,  !! and !!  are coefficients,!! is the error 

term,!! is the estimated residuals term, Δ indicates the first difference, !! is the disturbance term, P is the 

lag number,  !! is the Heaviside indicator function and τ is the threshold value.  This model is referred to 

as the Momentum Threshold Autoregression (MTAR) model. MTAR is designed to take into account steep 

variations in the residuals; this is of paramount importance if the adjustment is believed to exhibit more 

momentum in one direction than it does in the other. In other words, negative deepness of the residuals 

implies that increases tend to persist, whereas decreases tend to revert quickly towards equilibrium.  
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In general, the value of the threshold τ is unknown, it should be estimated along with the value of !! 

and  !!. To determine τ, the Enders and Granger (1998) test procedure employs the sample mean of the 

sequence {} µt  as the threshold estimate. However, the sample mean is a biased threshold estimator in 

the presence of asymmetric adjustment. Alternatively, Chan (1993) proposes a search method to obtain a 

consistent estimate of the threshold value that minimizes the sum of the squares of the fitted model. 

 

Using Chen’s methodology Ender and Siklos (2001) apply a Monte Carlo study to compute the F-test of 

the null hypothesis of no cointegration ( )0: 210 == ρρH  versus the alternative of cointegration with MTAR 

threshold adjustment. The test statistic is referred to by Ф, and the critical values of this non-standard F-

test are tabulated in their paper. When the threshold cointegration is found, the transmissions are tested 

using the Threshold Error Correction model (TECM). The TECM can be expressed as follows (Enders and 

Granger, 1998; Enders and Siklos, 2001), 
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(5b) 

 

where ∆! and ∆! are the prices in first difference of crude oil and the commodity under study, !, !,! 

and ! are coefficients, and !  is the error term. The lagged price variables in first difference are split into 

positive and negative components, as indicated by the subscripts (+) and (-). The error correction term is 

defined as ξ̂ 11 −
+
− = ttt IE  and ξ̂)1( 11 −

−
− −=

ttt IE such that 1=I t if ,ˆ 1 τε ≥Δ −t  and 0 otherwise. From the 

system, the Granger-causality tests are examined by testing whether all the coefficients !!! = !!! are 

jointly (for all the lags) statistically different from zero. Similarly, the test can be applied to the coefficients 

β!. The equilibrium adjustment path symmetry can be examined with the null hypothesis !!: !! = !! for 

each estimated equation. Other tests can be performed such as the distributed lag symmetric effect, which 

is based on testing the null hypothesis !!:!!! = !!!for each lag i. Equally, the same test can be 

repeated for the coefficients β!. Finally, the null hypothesis of a cumulative symmetric effect can be 

expressed as !!: !!!!
!!! = !!!!

!!!  for Equation 5a, and !!: !!!!
!!! = !!!!

!!!  for Equation 5b. 
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3.2. Data 
 
This methodology is applied to the commodity price indexes available in the International Monetary Fund 

database. Prices of the following commodities were taken and included in the analysis: crude oil, 

aluminum, nickel, copper and natural gas and the aggregated price indexes of food, beverages and 

agricultural raw materials, respectively. Previous research has shown that the pattern of commodity prices 

has changed with the new millennium.2 Therefore, if the investigated time span covers the period prior to 

the year 2000, this may negatively affect the quality of the estimation results. Our series consists of 

monthly data from January 2000 to April 2011, to avoid possible distortions from these different data 

patterns (This gives 114 observations). 

 

 

3.3. Tests results   
 

The results of the unit root tests of the series of the oil price and the commodity prices are reported in 

Table 1. The combined results of the three tests suggest that the commodities prices time series are, all in 

all, integrated of order one I(1). Therefore we go on and conduct the cointegration analysis. 

 

 

3.3.1. Linear cointegration  

 
The results from the Johansen test and Breitung test reveal that linear cointegration exists, at least a 5% 

significance level, for the pairs natural gas-crude oil and copper-crude oil. In addition, the results suggest 

the absence of cointegration between crude oil price and the following commodity prices: nickel, 

aluminum, agricultural raw materials, food and beverages, respectively (See Table 2). The lag order of the 

VAR specification is obtained by using Akaike (AIC), Schwarz (SC) and Hannan and Quinn (HQ) 

information criteria. We should also recall that, so far, these results are preliminary and have to be 

corroborated with threshold cointegration tests.  

 

 

3.3.2. Threshold cointegration and the asymmetry tests 
 

The presence of threshold cointegration is analyzed using the Ender and Siklos (2001) and the Hansen 

and Seo (2002) methods. Tables 3 and 4 report the results of the Ender-Siklos and Hansen-Seo methods, 

respectively. Starting with the Ender-Siklos method first, we find that there is no evidence of the presence 

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2 See for example Chen et al. (2010), Natanelov et al. (2011), or Westgaard et al. (2011). 
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of cointegration between the crude oil price and the beverages price. In addition, the µ! statistics indicate 

the existence of a pair-wise threshold cointegration between oil price and nickel, aluminum, food, and 

materials at 1%, 1%, 1% and 5% significance level, respectively. Given these results, we then assess 

whether the adjustment to the long-run equilibrium is symmetric (i.e., ρρ 21 = in Equation 4b) or 

asymmetric ( ρρ 21 ≠ ). In other words, we test if the co-movement towards the long-run equilibrium 

between the oil price and each of the commodity prices occur at different speeds relative to their being 

below or above the threshold. The test results suggest asymmetric adjustments for food and agricultural 

raw materials, whereas symmetric adjustments are shown for nickel and aluminum.  

 

For the crude oil-aluminum pair, the point estimates for the price adjustment show that deviations from the 

long-run equilibrium would be eliminated at 10.7% in a month, regardless of the sign of the shocks. In 

other words, it would take 9 months to eliminate deviation from the long-run equilibrium for either positive 

or negative deviations. Similarly, about the same amount of time is required to fully eliminate long-run 

deviations for the crude oil-nickel pair. On the other hand, the pairs that feature an asymmetric adjustment 

exhibit important information. For instance, the point estimates for the price adjustment in the case of 

agricultural raw materials are 0.018 and -0.114 for positive and negative chocks respectively. This means 

that positive deviations from the long-run equilibrium resulting from either an increase in agricultural raw 

material prices, or equivalently, a decrease in crude oil prices (i.e., 0.011ˆ
1 ≥Δ −ξ t , deviations are greater 

than the threshold) would be eliminated at almost 1.8% per month. Negative deviations from the long-run 

equilibrium (i.e.,!
t"1!̂ ! 0.011 , deviations are smaller than the threshold) resulting from a decrease in 

agricultural raw material prices, or equivalently, an increase in crude oil prices are adjusted at a rate of 

11.4% per month. In other words, prices of crude oil and agricultural raw materials adjust faster for 

negative deviations from equilibrium than for positive deviations from equilibrium, or put differently, 

positive deviations would take about 55 months to be fully adjusted while negative deviations would take 

only about 9 months. For food, 066.0084.0 12 =≥= ρρ  (in absolute value) indicates that crude oil and 

food prices adjust relatively faster when deviations are smaller than the threshold ( 0.021ˆ
1 ξ −Δ t ) than 

when deviations are greater than the threshold ( 0.021ˆ
1 ≥Δ −ξ t ). Deviations above the threshold are 

eliminated at a rate of 6.6% per month (relatively slow), and deviations below the threshold are eliminated 

at a rate of 8.4% per month. This means that eliminating the effects of deviations takes more time when 

food prices increase than when they decrease. 

 

Applying Hansen-Seo method, which uses the LM threshold test, a threshold cointegrating relationship is 

found between the oil price and the copper price at a 10% significance level, while no threshold 

cointegration is detected for natural gas. Hence, the oil prices and gas prices are linearly cointegrated and 

co-move together towards the long-run equilibrium. Similarly, the Hansen-Seo method allows us to test if 
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the adjustments towards long-run equilibrium are symmetric or asymmetric. Subsequently, the pair-wise 

combination of the oil price with copper co-moves towards the long-run equilibrium at different speeds that 

correspond either to being below or above the threshold. In other words, the adjustment towards the 

respective long-run equilibrium is asymmetric (see Table 4). 

 

So far, we can summarize the results as follows: First, no cointegration relationship is found between the 

crude oil price and the price of beverages, which means that no direct effect exists between the oil market 

and the beverage markets. Second, the crude oil price is linearly cointegrated with the price of natural gas 

and this relation is featured with a high speed of adjustment to long-run equilibrium. Third, each of 

aluminum and nickel prices are threshold cointegrated with crude oil prices, and the price responses to 

either positive or negative shocks are symmetric. In contrast, the copper price shows a different pattern 

due to the presence of the asymmetric threshold cointegration, characterized with a faster speed of 

adjustment when deviations are above the threshold than below it. Finally, asymmetric threshold 

cointegration is also found between the crude oil price and the prices of food and agricultural raw materials 

price, respectively. The speeds of adjustment to long-run equilibrium in each case are subject to the sign 

of the shocks.  

 

The finding of (threshold) cointegrating pairs of prices qualifies in estimating (asymmetric) error-correction 

models that will depict both short-run and long-run time periods required for price transmission across 

markets. In addition, we can use the Ender-Siklos (2001) method to go further to determine which price of 

the pairs reverts to equilibrium from above or below the threshold in the short- and long-runs, and which 

price leads the other (Granger causality).  

 

 

3.3.3. Results of the error correction model  
 

We first start with the oil and natural gas pair, which exhibits a linear cointegrating relationship. The vector 

error-correction model yields a high parameter estimate (-1.36). This indicates a strong relationship 

between oil and natural gas prices. Besides, the statistical significance of the speed of the adjustment 

coefficient shows that the adjustment towards the long-run equilibrium occurs at the rate of 12.5% per 

month. The Granger causality outcomes show that crude oil and natural gas prices move together in the 

long-run with a significant bi-directional causality effect. In the short run, crude oil price leads the prices of 

natural gas pointing to a close integration between these markets (see Table 5). 

 

Based on the results of the Hansen and Seo (2002) threshold VEC, models are specified to assess the 

asymmetric dynamic behavior in the pairs that are threshold cointegrating. Each of the TVECM is 

estimated using the negative log-likelihood estimator and the selection of the lag order is determined by 
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AIC and BIC. The parameter estimates are estimated for each regime and their t-statistics are reported in 

parentheses, where the heteroskedasticity- consistent (Eicker-White) standard errors are considered. The 

TVECM of the crude oil-copper pair has the following form, 
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For crude oil, when the error correction term exceeds the threshold value, we see the flat near-zero error-

correction effect. Whilst in the first regime ( 576.11 −≤−ωt ), the response to crude oil price changes is 

much faster. For copper equations, the adjustment to the long run equilibrium is faster when the error 

correction term is below the threshold value ( 576.11 −≤−ωt ), that is, when copper prices decrease or 

crude oil prices increase. The response of the error-correction effects to copper is significantly larger than 

the response of crude oil price changes in the second regime ( 576.11 −− ωt ).  

 

Based on the Ender-Siklos model, the asymmetric correction model with threshold cointegration is 

estimated for the pairs: crude oil- aluminum, crude oil- copper, crude oil-food and crude oil-agricultural raw 

materials. AIC and BIC were used to determine the optimal lag length of the model and the residual 

autocorrelation was analyzed with the Ljung-Box Q statistic. 

 

Table 6 reports the results of the asymmetric error correction model estimation. Based on the equations 

(5a and 5b), the main results concern the momentum equilibrium asymmetries, cumulative effects and 

Granger causality. The results for the former suggest that there is momentum equilibrium adjustment 

asymmetry for the cases of food and agricultural raw materials. For the crude oil-food pair, the F-statistics 

(3.23 which is significant at 5% level for food and 4.339 is also significant at 1% for crude oil) and the 

statistical significance of δ −  (notδ + ) show that both food and oil prices respond to deviations from the long-

run equilibrium below the threshold in the short term; the food price adjustment is very slow in this regime. 

In other words, food prices respond to the negative deviations by 3.7% in a month, or alternatively 

negative deviations take about 27 months to be fully eliminated. Similarly, in the short-run, it is the price of 

agricultural raw materials and not the crude oil price, which responds to deviations from the long-run 

equilibrium below the threshold with 14% of the deviations eliminated each month (this results from a 

decrease in agricultural raw material prices, or equivalently, an increase in crude oil prices). Furthermore, 
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the F statistics of the hypothesis H3 show that the cumulative effects in aluminum; nickel and agricultural 

raw material equations, respectively, are asymmetric. 

 

The hypotheses of Granger causality between crude oil and each one of the commodities were examined 

with F-tests. Results in table 6 show a significant Granger causality at 10% level between crude oil and 

aluminum and copper, respectively, and at 5% level between crude oil and agricultural raw material, and 

at 1% level between crude oil and food (crude oil àaluminum; crude oil àcopper; foodàcrude oil; crude 

oilàagricultural raw materials). Yet, no Granger causality is detected between crude oil and beverages.  

Thus, in the short-term it seems that the prices of metals (aluminum and nickel) and agricultural raw 

material have depended on the crude oil price. On the other hand, food appears to be leading the price 

movement of crude oil, with oil prices adjusting to deviations from long-run equilibrium. 

 
 
4. Conclusions 

 

In this paper we investigate price relationships of crude oil and different types of other commodities 

applying a system of different cointegration tests. This combination of different cointegration analyses 

confirms the argument that non-linear and threshold cointegration techniques better represent real 

markets where frictions, asymmetric information, transaction costs cause non-linear outcomes (Douglas, 

2010; Balcombe et al., 2007; Natanelov et al., 2011; Peri and Baldi, 2010). For the price pairs investigated 

in this paper linear cointegration tests fail to detect any relation between crude oil price and most prices of 

the commodities. However, when non-linear cointegration analysis as proposed by Enders and Siklos 

(2001) and Hansen and Seo (2002) is applied, we find that the estimated thresholds in the case of 

aluminum, nickel, copper, food and agricultural raw materials are not zeros. We also identify asymmetric 

cointegration between the crude oil price and the prices of copper, and food and agricultural raw materials, 

respectively.  

 

Results for the metals category show that each of the aluminum and nickel prices are threshold 

cointegrated with crude oil prices. The Granger causality tests indicate that the crude oil price leads the 

prices of aluminum and nickel. Hence, global investors can predict the prices of aluminum and nickel by 

following fluctuations in the oil prices. In addition, we find that price responses are symmetric in the sense 

that a shock to crude oil prices of a given magnitude would give rise to the same response in aluminum 

and nickel respectively, regardless of whether the shock reflected a price increase or price decrease, and 

deviations after the shocks are digested in roughly 10 months. Copper shows a different asymmetric 

adjustment; it yields a faster speed of adjustment when deviations are above the threshold (

576.11 −− ωt ) rather than below it ( 576.11 −≤−ωt ). Asymmetry price transmission revealed that pair-
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wise adjustments of the oil and copper prices are faster when crude oil price decreases than when it 

increases. 

 

For the relation between crude oil and natural gas we find that the crude oil price is linearly cointegrated 

with the natural gas price. The main result from the VECM approach is the relatively high magnitude of the 

parameter estimate (-1.36), which means that a strong relationship exists between crude oil and natural 

gas prices. On the other hand, the speed of the adjustment coefficient shows that about 12.5% of the 

adjustment towards long-run equilibrium would take place in each month. The Granger tests reveal that 

crude oil prices and natural gas prices have been tied up in the long run; short-run shocks can be 

transferred from the crude oil market to the gas market. These findings do not support the hypothesis that 

recent developments in natural gas technologies (shale gas, reduced transport costs) would unlink natural 

gas and crude oil prices. It seems that the link is still strong, much in line with the theoretical substitution 

relationship between the two fuel types. Previous research (Brown and Yücel, 2006; Hartley et al., 2008; 

Aune et al., 2011; Barden et al., 2011) extensively discussed the possible reasons for this finding.  

 

Results also show that food prices are threshold cointegrated with the crude oil price, underlining the 

strong price interdependence of food and crude oil for the period under study. Moreover, the different 

outcomes of the Granger causality tests and the adjustment speed asymmetries in this category highlight 

the complex relationship between food and crude oil prices: The Granger causality showed that the price 

of food led the crude oil price. That is, fluctuations of food prices are likely to be transmitted to the crude oil 

market. The results from the asymmetric speed adjustments show persistence of food prices when the 

crude oil price increases (deviations are eliminated at a rate of 3.7% per month). This particular interaction 

is interesting and some authors credit it to the increasing role of the biofuel market during the last decade 

(Natanelov et al., 2011; Peri and Baldi, 2010). Similarly, agricultural raw material prices show the presence 

of momentum equilibrium adjustment asymmetry and adjust faster when deviations are below threshold. 

Results also show a Granger causality running from agricultural raw material prices to crude oil prices, 

which recommends further detailed research into the linkages between the prices of each agricultural raw 

material and crude oil prices. 

 

Our work provides a detailed analysis about non-linear cointegration relationships between the crude oil 

price and prices of a group of different commodities. The different outcomes can provide insight on price 

movements and their complex interdependences. However, it is relevant to mention that other factors as 

regulatory interventions, general economic conditions (crises) and other exogenous impacts contribute to 

the uncertainty and volatility of commodities markets, and increase the complexity of price dynamics 

between crude oil and other commodities. Therefore, advanced analysis that represents real conditions on 

markets in the most appropriate way are required to better understand these price dynamics and help 

policy-makers and other actors in these markets to take the correct decisions. 
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Annex 1: The results of the empirical application 

 

Table 1 Test for unit root and stationarity 

    ADF 
 

PP 
 

Breitung 
 

  
Level Firstdifference Level Firstdifference Level Firstdifference 

No trend 
 

            

Aluminum 
 

-1.951 -17.719*** -2.472 -17.905*** 0.026 0.0004*** 

copper 
 

-0.366 -4.713*** -0.312 -13.382*** 0.045 0.0011*** 

Nickel 
 

-2.089 -13.202*** -1.816 -13.042*** 0.041 0.0003*** 

Food 
 

-0.302 -10.114*** -0.027 -10.102*** 0.040 0.0026*** 

Beverages 
 

-2.047 -14.186*** -1.799 -13.962*** 0.014 0.0013*** 

AgriculturalRaw Material  -1.004 -15.013*** -0.930 -15.071*** 0.054 0.0005*** 

Oil 
 

-1.166 -13.822*** -0.916 -13.238*** 0.042 0.0011*** 

Natural Gas 
 

-1.895 -6.561*** -1.433 -14.108*** 0.056 0.0010*** 

        Withtrend               
Aluminum 

 
-2.858 -17.755*** -3.350** -17.926*** 0.005 0.0001*** 

copper 
 

-1.617 -4.891*** -1.716 -13.503*** 0.012 0.0002*** 

Nickel 
 

-3.064 -13.198*** -2.749 -13.036*** 0.008 0.0001*** 

Food 
 

-1.411 -10.288*** -1.144 -10.272*** 0.019 0.0003*** 

Beverages 
 

-1.807 -14.302*** -1.494 -13.962*** 0.011 0.0002*** 

AgriculturalRaw Material  -2.274 -15.025*** -2.322 -15.085*** 0.011 0.0003*** 

Oil 
 

-2.189 -13.904*** -1.915 -13.268*** 0.020 0.0001*** 

Natural Gas   -3.358** -6.587*** -2.731 -14.115*** 0.014 0.0002*** 

Notes: *, ** and *** denote significance at the 10% , 5% and 1% respectively 
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Table 2 Cointegration tests 

Series   Johansen testa Breitung-test (No drift) 
Petroleum-Nickel r=0 (5%)   r=0 (5%)   

Petroleum-Alum r=0 (5%)   r=0 (5%)   

Petroleum-Copper r=1 (5%)   r=1 (1%)   

Petroleum-Ngas r=1 (5%)   r=1 (1%)   
Petroleum-Beverage r=0 (5%)   r=0 (5%)   
Petroleum-Food r=0 (5%)   r=0 (5%)   
Petroleum-RWM r=0 (5%)   r=0 (5%)   

Lags order were determined using AIC, SC and HQ criteria   

ª Mackinnon et al. (1999) p-values       
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Table 3 Consistent MTAR 

 
*** 1% **5% * 1% significance levels 
Notes: The Φ!

! test is an F-test taht examines the joint hypothesis of !!=0 and !!=0. 
!! = !!  tests the null hypothesis that there is symmetric adjust, without specifying which commodity price does the adjustment. 
The lag used for each test is determined the general-to-specific method (Nh and Perron. 1995) with a maximum lag order of 12 allowed. 
Q() are the Box-Pierce Q statistic for the first 12 autocorrelations of the residuals are jointly equal to zero. 
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Table 4 Test of cointegration versus threshold cointegration (Hansen and Seo) 

 

Equality of 
DynamicCoefs 

Equality of 
ECM Coefs 

Test 
Statistic 

Fixed 
Regressor 

(Asymptotic) 
P-Valu 

Bootstrap 
P-Value Thresholdvalue 

Petroleum-copper 149.17*** 47.93*** 22.697* 0.078 0.079 -1.576 

Petroleum-Ngas 1445.15*** 135.04*** 48.748 0.356 0.235 0.617 
*** 1%, ** 5%, * 1% significance levels 
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Table 5 Granger causality base don ECM 

t-statistic

N. gas 96.337[0.000]  -0.125142** (-3.08345) Crude oil 

Crude oil 5.8712[0.6616]   -0.131188** (-2.45316) N.gas

Note: Numbers in square brackets are p-values; number in parentheses are t-statistics;**denotes significance at 5%
The symbol                            represents unidirectional causality in the Short-run
The symbol                            represents bidirectional causality in the long-run

Dependent variable

F-statistic

Crude oil 

Causality decision

N.gas!"t

( ) statistictECM t
!

!1

!"#LR

!"!SR

!"!SR

!"#LR

!"t

!"t !"t
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Table 6 Asymmetric error-correction model with threshold cointegration 

 
‘***’ 1% ‘**’ 5% ‘*’ 10%,  !!" , and !!" are Granger causality tests,  !!" , and !!" test the cumulative asymmetric effect, , !!"  assesses the equilibrium adjustment path asymmetric effect. 
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